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WOODPECKER RALLY
RAVENOL BTRDA GOLD STAR® CHAMPIONSHIP
PETCH STRIKES GOLD!...
Having already won three rounds of the RAVENOL BTRDA
Gold Star® Rally Championship outright this season, 3rd
place on the penultimate event, the Eventsigns
Woodpecker Stages, was enough to ensure that no-one
could beat Stephen Petch and Michael Wilkinson (Fiesta
WRC) for the title.
They succeed Charlie Payne & Carl Williamson exactly a
quarter of a century since Steve Petch Senior put his name
on the coveted trophy. ‘Dad’ has always been a staunch
supporter of his son’s efforts and was, himself, contesting
the Woodpecker in another Fiesta. Consequently, once
both cars were safely back, a true family celebration was
in order....

Edmondson were 2nd, having at last beaten Petch/
Wilkinson, in spite of an unexplained engine glitch in
Haye Park that cost them 20seconds on the leaders, with
the newly-crowned Gold Star Champions 3rd.
Hugh Hunter had hired a Fiesta WRC for the day and,
with Rob Fagg for company, brought the unfamiliar
machine home in 4th place - unfamiliar, maybe, but he
still set 3rd fastest time through Haye Park, the one stage
of the day where Petch exerted his authority!

Top 3 Gold Star Drivers-Petch/Wilkinson, Black/Edmondson, Hunter/Fagg

Luke Francis/John H Roberts finished a season-best 5th in
their Lancer EVO9 and first B13 car in spite of
overshooting a hairpin in Haye Park, while the Top Six
was rounded off by the outgoing Gold Star Champions,
Charlie Payne/Carl Williamson.
Tom Preston was contesting a BTRDA Series round for the
first time since the Plains Rally in May and, after a steady
Stephen Petch/Michael Wilkinson (Fiesta WRC) –2017 BTRDA Gold Star®winners
run, took 7th in his Skoda Fabia, a mere 7seconds behind
An excellent entry of more than 140 cars gathered at
Payne, with Peter Stephenson’s Focus WRC also
Ludlow Racecourse for the Sixty & Worcestershire Motor
recording a Top Ten finish.
Club-organised event which featured some revisions to the Martyn and Dawn England were 9th after the first pair of
route this time, including a final stage that was almost 13.5 stages but a broken clutch would see to it that their
miles in length! Notwithstanding, it was a nervous
Fiesta R5+ would go no further. No matter, moving
Petch/Wilkinson who led the field away to the first of the
swiftly on, the husband-and-wife crew loaded the car up
six stages of the day. A momentary loss of concentration
and headed straight for Smeatharpe in Devon and, with
by the driver saw them post 8th fastest time on SS1 whilst, the necessary repairs effected, went on to win the Prima
in BTRDA terms, the top co-driver at this point was Jamie
Motorsport Stages the following day..... Karl and Guy
Edwards, sitting in with a returning Paul Bird (Focus WRC). Simmons’ Impreza S11 succumbed to gearbox failure
In the BTRDA Drivers’ category, it was Callum Black, whose before SS2 and Ian Joel/Graeme Wood’s Escort Cosworth
Fiesta R5 had recently undergone an engine upgrade, who went out with broken suspension in Wigmore.
ruled the roost.
Just the Trackrod Forest Stages at the end of the month
As crews began arriving back at the finish, Jamie Edwards
to go now - Black/Edmondson are assured of runners-up
would celebrate his first-ever BTRDA Rally Series win and,
spot but 3rd, currently occupied by Hunter/Fagg, isn’t a
of course, maximum points score! Callum Black and Elliott given....

BTRDA PRODUCTION CUP & FIESTA ST TROPHY
THOMPSON TAKES IT TO THE MAX!

Tom Hynd took up the cudgel to show the others the way
home. They finished just in front of Alasdair
Currie/Steven Brown, with Richard Wells/Calvin
Houldsworth taking 3rd on the day.

Although they led the BTRDA Production Cup runners prior
to the Woodpecker Stages, Russ Thompson/Andy
Murphy’s Lancer EVO9 had only actually triumphed on one
occasion during the season, while both Sacha Kakad/James
Aldridge and Pat Naylor/Ian Lawrence had two maximums
to their credit. So, a blistering run in which they were
never out of the Top Ten stage times saw the leaders join
the ‘two-maximums’ club but, even so, the Cup will still go
down to the wire.
Thompson/Murphy were 8th overall, exactly half-a-minute
in front of Richard Hill/Steffan Evans who equalled their
best performance of the season, with Naylor/Lawrence
next. Kakad/Aldridge punctured on the opening stage,
losing a chunk of time, but immediately hit back by beating
Finlay Retson/Tom Hynd – Fiesta ST Trophy winner
Thompson on Cwm y Gerwyn and Wigmore. The fightback
Not so lucky, however, were Rhydian Price/Peredur Wyn
continued for the rest of the event and, by the time they
Davies who went out on SS4 when their example broke a
got back to Ludlow, they were only a handful of seconds
driveshaft.
behind Naylor.
RAVENOL BTRDA SILVER STAR® CHAMPIONSHIP
ASHLEY ESCORTS THEM HOME!....

Russ Thompson/Andy Murphy’s Lancer EVO9 – 1st Production Cup

The situation at the top of the Production Cup table is very
tense as, with one round to go, Thompson, Kakad and
Naylor are all in a position to take the title but, then again,
nobody said it was going to be easy!
Andy Davies/Max Freeman put their losing streak behind
them - having rolled on the Carlisle Stages and then retired
from the Nicky Grist, their Impreza N12b was reintroduced
to a finish line, although the driver did admit to a lack of
confidence and the consequent over-caution in places. The
main Group N casualty of the day was the Lancer of Dan
Moss/Sam Allen whose front diff. failed in SS2,
immediately adding itself to the list of retirements.
With Fiesta ST Champions Sam Bilham/Cameron Fair
absenting themselves from the start line-up of the
Woodpecker, 17 year old Finlay Retson accompanied by

Ashley Davies became the first person with a second
maximum in this year’s RAVENOL BTRDA Silver Star® Rally
Championship when he and Sam Fordham took a class
win on the Woodpecker Stages in their Escort. In so
doing, the London-based driver moves into position as
part of a three-way battle for the title. Ahead of him are
Rob Dennis/Andy Boswell (Escort) and Barry
Jordan/James Gratton-Smith who, forsaking their usual
BRM Avenger, hired an ex Russell Brookes Escort Mk2 still
bedecked in its Andrews Heat for Hire livery for the
event.

Ashley Davies/Sam Fordham –Ford Escort Mk2 - 1st Silver Star

Behind Davies came the battling 1400s of Dave and Toby

Brick (Nova) and Chris Powell/Jim Lewis (Talbot
Sunbeam), but more of them anon... Dennis/Boswell’s
Historic spec. Escort was next, maintaining their lead of
the Silver Star Championship albeit, as described above,
under considerable threat as the season draws to a close.
If Jordan/Gratton-Smith were troubled by unfamiliarity
with their Escort, also entered in the Historic class, it
didn’t show. Ten seconds was the final margin between
Dennis/Boswell and themselves with a grandstand finish
on the North York Moors to look forward to at the end of
the month!
Top-seeded Silver Star contenders Theo Bengry/Les
Forsbrook had a woefully short event - their Escort
developed a leaking sump prior to the start of the first
stage leading to their demise. Gary Smith and former Gold
Star Champion Co-driver Paul Spooner are listed as
retirements after SS2 as a result of a ‘soft roll’. We’re left
to decide whether that was what happened to them or
what they had for lunch.......
THOMAS PANELS BTRDA 1400 CHAMPIONSHIP
BRICK-BUILT TO LAST!...

Dave and Toby Brick - Vauxhall Nova – 1st 1400

Father-and-son Dave and Toby Brick took their second
consecutive maximum Thomas Panels BTRDA 1400
Championship score on the Woodpecker, with 23rd place
overall in their Nova. However, as has been said before,
whilst there may not be many vehicles contesting this
category at the moment, the pressure from within is still
as great as ever it was. Proof, if proof were needed, of the
intensity of the battle is provided by the Talbot Sunbeam
of Chris Powell/Jim Lewis which completed the route just
six seconds slower than the eventual winners.
When the Sunbeam has finished an event this season, it’s
not been lower than 2nd but the trouble is that three
retirements have put it out of the running for overall

honours. It could still take 2nd or 3rd but, as you might
expect, there will be others keen to add their
sixpennyworth to that!
Ed Fossey/Chris Sharpe-Simkiss took 3rd in their Toyota
Yaris, maintaining their series lead and the only people
who could possibly change that before the close of play
on the Trackrod are..... the Bricks.
Tommi Meadows/Ian Oakey’s Ford Ka lost all its gears on
the final stage, while Pete Gorst/Phil King’s attempts to
better themselves, Championship-wise, came to nought
when their Saxo’s gearbox blew up (not literally, you
understand!) on SS4.
BTRDA RALLY FIRST CHAMPIONSHIP
BART’S BATH COMES EARLY!....
Having taken maximum scores on each of the three
previous rounds of the BTRDA Rally First Championship, it
must have come as quite a shock to Bart Lang/Sinclair
Young to find themselves out of the running on the
opening stage of the Woodpecker when their Micra broke
a bottom arm. Hey ho - but they started the day safe in
the knowledge that, whatever happened, they’d still be
leading the series into the final round. Indeed, Sinclair can
now sleep easy as his nearest rival for the co-drivers title
is more than 30 points behind him - game over!
Andrew Wheatley assumed control of the Rally First
Championship on the event in his Puma, taking the win
from the Seat Arosa of Sam Johnson/Joe Morgan. David
Perkins’ 3rd place, in his Micra, keeps him in the hunt and
the Rhyl driver is now the only person who can stop Bart
Lang joining his co-driver as 2017 Rally First Champion....
Travelling up to Ludlow from Somerset, Chris
Hickman/Alex Stanbury were still capable of claiming the
ultimate prize for themselves, but now, after their MG ZR
was unclassified after going OTL, they are out of the
running. Even so, 2nd or 3rd places are still more than just
mathematical possibilities.

Andrew Wheatley- Ford Puma -1st Rally First

MAXXIS MSA ENGLISH RALLY CHAMPIONSHIP
A BLACK DAY - NOT!...
After a trio of asphalt events over the past couple of
months, the Woodpecker Stages signalled a return to the
forests for MAXXIS MSA English Rally Championship
contenders and it was Callum Black/Elliott Edmondson
(Fiesta) whose 2nd overall saw them benefit more than
most in terms of points scored. They maintain second
place in the overall standings, behind Stephen Petch/
Michael Wilkinson (Fiesta), with Pat Naylor/Ian Lawrence
(Lancer EVO9) a strong 3rd.

Callum Black/Elliott Edmondson – currently 2nd o/a MSA English Championship

Thanks to the continuing support from the organisers of
Wales Rally GB and their Road to Wales initiative, there is
a super prize of a free entry in the Wales Rally GB
National Rally on 28th-29th October for the winner of the
2017 MAXXIS MSA English Championship. In this classbased champion- ship others to benefit from their
performances on the Woodpecker were Russ Thompson/
Andy Murphy (Lancer), Rob Dennis/Andy Boswell (Escort
Mk2) and Dave and Toby Brick (Vauxhall Nova).
So, the ERC also reaches its finale on the Trackrod Forest
Stages, allowing those who need it, one last chance to
improve before the recipients of the various trophies are
identified. Bart Lang cannot be caught for Class E1, Ed
Fossey and Rob Evett (MG ZR) are tied at the top of E2
and, in his first full season of gravel rallying, William Hill
(Fiesta R2) leads E3. Andy Davison (Talbot Sunbeam VXR)
holds sway in E4, as does Ashley Davies in E5. Pat Naylor
(Lancer EVO9) leads E6 from Russ Thompson’s similar car,
while Toni Carannante’s Impreza STi starts the Trackrod as
top dog in E7. Not surprisingly, English Championship
leader Stephen Petch leads his class, E8, in his Fiesta WRC.
For obvious reasons, there now follows a nervous 3 weeks
for some of those mentioned above but, by teatime on
30th September, all the remaining questions will have
been answered!..

CHAMPIONSHIP POINTS – Competitors to check!
A full list of all the latest RAVENOL BTRDA Rally Series
points after the Woodpecker Stages can be found in the
Competitor section of www.btrdarally.com . Likewise,
the MAXXIS MSA English Rally Championship points after
Round 7, can be found in the Competitor section of
www.englishrally.co.uk All these points will become
final on Sunday 17th September.
The photographs in our Newsletters and on our websites are courtesy
of Ralliphotoswales. email ralliphotoswales@yahoo.co.uk
https://www.facebook.com/Ralliphotowales-365572533462789/

MINTEX / QUESTMEAD BONUS SCHEME
The winners of the Mintex Awards on the Nicky Grist
Stages, each of whom receive a FREE set of competition
brake pads from Questmead Ltd, are: Best improvement on Start No in Gold Star/Silver Star:
Matt Tordoff - Ford Fiesta ST (B11)
Best improvement on Start No in 1400/Rally First:
Richard Cole - Ford Escort Mk 2 (1400S)
Steve or Alan Brown from Questmead can be found in the
Service Area at most events. To claim your reward,
please contact them in advance on 01706 363939.
HYUNDAI GENPOWER AWARDS
On the Woodpecker Stages Ashley Davies and Sam
Fordham (Escort Mk2) were the winners of a Hyundai
Cordless Impact Wrench courtesy of Hyundai Genpower.
On the Trackrod Stages (30th Sept), the beneficiaries will
be the winning BTRDA Production Cup crew.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Trackrod Forest Stages – Saturday 30th September
Based at a new Rally HQ in Filey on the Yorkshire coast,
the Trackrod Forest Stages is the final round of both the
RAVENOL BTRDA Rally Series and the MAXXIS MSA
English Rally Championship. The event offers 45 of single
use stage miles over some of the classic North Yorkshire
forest stages with a central service area in the forest
complex which is visited twice. Extract from the Regs….
MTC to Service A:
Stage miles 19.22 Road miles 19.52
Service A to Service B: Stage miles 14.02 Road miles 17.79
Service B to MTC(Filey)Stage miles 11.58 Road miles 21.80
More info about event and on-line entries are available
via the event website: www.rallyyorkshire.co.uk
The 2017 AWARDS PRESENTATION:
Keep the date in your diaries..... After the success of last
year’s event, the 2017 Awards Presentation will again
take place at Ramada Penns Hall Hotel, Sutton Coldfield
on Saturday 6th January 2018. More details to follow.

ON EVENT FUEL: Vital Equipment are the recommended
fuel supplier for the BTRDA Rally Series. They supply both
a MSA compliant Super Unleaded fuel and a FIA spec
Carless turbo fuel. We strongly emphasise the safety,
convenience, and organisational benefits that using the
Vital Equipment facility brings to competitors. To order
your fuel please use the on-line order facility listed in the
Competitors section of the BTRDA Rally Series website.
www.vitalequipment.co.uk/btrda-fuel-order-form-30w.asp
SERIOUS FUN IN 2018…!
The BTRDA are very pleased to
confirm their calendar* for 2018.
The 2018 BTRDA Rally Series will include the 65th running
of the Gold Star and Silver Star Rally Championships plus
the BTRDA 1400 and Rally First Championships, the
BTRDA Historic Cup and Production Cup and the Fiesta ST
Trophy. It is consistently the most popular stage rally
championship in the UK and will continue to provide the
best selection of popular one-day forest stage rallies.
2018 Calendar (*subject to MSA approval)

Best 6 scores to count

1

CAMBRIAN RALLY

Feb 17th

North Wales

2

MALCOLM WILSON RALLY

Mar 3rd

Lake District

3

RALLYNUTS STAGES RALLY

Apr 14th

Mid Wales

4

PLAINS RALLY

May 12th

West Wales

5

CARLISLE STAGES

Jun 9th

Kielder Forest West

6

NICKY GRIST STAGES

Jul 14th

Mid Wales

7

EVENTSIGNS WOODPECKER
STAGES

Sep 1st

Shropshire/Welsh
Borders

8

TRACKROD FOREST STAGES

Sep 29th

North Yorkshire

We are very grateful for the wholehearted commitment
from all the event organisers, without their unstinting
efforts we could not promote such a successful rally
championship.

Details of all categories, classes and incentives plus the TV
coverage etc. will be confirmed over the next couple of
months, but competitors and supporters can be assured
that the BTRDA Rally Series will continue to provide
competitors and followers with some Serious Fun!
A FOND FARWELL!

Many of you know Steve Gregg and
that he will be parting these shores
very soon for a life down under.
Steve has been a massive part of
the BTRDA Championship team
since he joined the Committee
back in 2003!! He will leave a big
hole in our team, he will be sorely

missed by all of us and no doubt Geelong Motor Sport
Club will welcome him with open arms!
We wish him all the very best in his new role as full-time
Grandad! Enjoy it Steve, and keep in touch.
It was also great to see our Chairman of 7years, Norman
Robertson, out on the Woodpecker, looking well and on
the road to recovery. Long may it continue Norman.
All this does, however leave us on the BTRDA
Championship team in need of your help. Some of the
activities for which we need you are:
 Championship Co-ordination–shaping the future of
your Championship
 Sponsorship - acquisition and maintenance
 On-event team-the face of the BTRDA Championship
 Publicity - Social media, website update, Newsletter
production
 General Admin - meeting organisation, note taking
If you have a genuine interest in helping to drive the
future of the biggest, most successful Rally Championship
in the UK then we would love to hear from you.
Please contact any of the on-event team listed below.
Thank you

CHAMPIONSHIP ON-EVENT TEAM
Gill Cotton:
gill@btrdarally.com
Mobile: 07980 810730

Tim Hobbs:
tim@btrdarally.com
Mobile: 07736 708657

Ian Arden:
ian@btrdarally.com
Mobile: 07917 355169

CHAMPIONSHIP ELIGIBILITY SCRUTINEERS
John Cooper:
Email: jccmstech@gmail.com
Tel: 01208 863406
Mobile: 07702 240970

Dave Newton:
Email: daveynewton@msn.com
Tel: 01633 672494
Mobile: 07814 595132

Geoff Doe:
Email: geoff@doemotorsport.com
Tel: 01270 780356
Mobile: 07808 129663

